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We present a multidimensional theoretical model for a better understanding and the design of the
dielectric barrier discharge-induced momentum exchange. Specifically, the formulation is used to
predict surface discharge using two-dimensional asymmetric electrode configurations. Model
predictions for charge densities, the electric field, and gas velocity distributions are shown to mimic
trends reported in the experimental literature. We also predict the electron charge accumulation on
the dielectric surface self-limiting the discharge. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1879097g

Recent experimental focus on radio-frequencysrfd-based
dielectric surface discharge at atmospheric pressures shows
tremendous potential for boundary layer flow actuation
which will be useful for aerospace and many other
applications.1,2 These actuators can apply large electrohydro-
dynamic sEHDd forces in a relatively precise and self-
limiting manner, have rapid switch-on/off capabilities and
require no moving parts. Typical electrode arrangements for
these devices are similar to that shown in Fig. 1 where the
grounded electrode is surrounded by an insulator and a volt-
age fluctuating with rf is applied to the electrode exposed to
the gas. The electric forces are generated through electrodes
embedded in the dielectric. As the applied voltage becomes
sufficiently large for a given interelectrode distanced and
pressurep, the dielectric surface adjacent to the rf electrode
produces a barrier discharge weakly ionizing the surrounding
gas. The experimental data suggest 1–20 kV peak-to-peak
applied voltage with 2–50 kHz rf is suitable for these actua-
tors operating at atmospheric pressure. The plasma at this
pressure is highly collisional causing an efficient energy ex-
change between charged and neutral species. In this dis-
charge, microfilaments of nanosecond duration with many
current pulses in a half-cycle maintain the optical glow.

Due to a combination of electrodynamic and collisional
processes, the proper mechanism of which is yet to be theo-
retically resolved, charge separated particles induce the gas
particles to move. For accuracy and fidelity, it is essential
that the force model be derived from first principles through
a simulation of the elementary mechanisms that yield the
discharge. Roy and Gaitonde3 demonstrated such a model for
volume discharge between two dielectric coated electrodes
using a finite elementsFEd-based one-dimensional multifluid
formulation for atmospheric conditions. The model was rela-
tively basic but formed the framework of a first-principles-
based methodology. Simulations showed reasonable com-
parison with reported rf discharges in partially ionized
helium gas between two insulated electrodes.

Here, the multidimensional model for surface dielectric
barrier dischargesDBDd at atmospheric pressures is pre-
sented as a first approximation. The formulation is consistent
and calculates charge and neutral number densities, their mo-

mentum dynamics, electric field, and potential distribution in
two spatial dimensions. For simplicity, inert helium is used
as a carrier gas. The charge particlea=e, i distributionsna

are considered non-Maxwellian obeying the continuity rela-
tion ]na /]t+]naVa j /]xj =nez−rneni. The electron tempera-
ture is nearly uniform at 1 eV=11600 K and the ions and
neutrals are in LTE at 300 K. The working gas helium is
maintained at bulk pressurep=300 Torr and temperature
T=300 K. The charge momentum follows the diffusion form
sneglecting inertiad, naVa j =sgnsednamaEj −Da]na /]xj,
where Ej =−]f /]xj is the electric field, andVa j is the j th
velocity component for the particlea. The potential distribu-
tion f is calculated based on Poission equation,«s]2f /]xj

2d
=−q, where chargeq=esni −ned. The electron diffusion is
based on the Einstein relation,De=sTe/edme, whereTe is the
energy in electron volts,e is the elementary charge,« is the
permittivity, andme=e/ smenend is the mobility of an electron,
where nen<1012/s is the electron-neutral collision
frequency4 while nin<109/s. The ion diffusion Di
=500 cm2/s at 300 K, and the ion mobilitymi is given as
Ref. 5. The ionization ratez for helium gas used here is
zi /nn=kVes

isVedl, the averaging is done over the velocities of
the electrons whose energy is sufficient for ionization
mVe

2/2.Hi, the first ionization potential. The ionization pro-
cess can be described ase+He→He++e+e8, wheree ande8
have different energy levels. The coefficient of recombina-
tion is given asr =kVethsei

r sVethdl=1.09310−14T−9/2ne cm3/s.
Here, Veth is the electron thermal velocity andsei is the
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the 2D simulation domain between rf-induced dielec-
tric barrier discharge.
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electron-ion collision cross section. For simplicity, we ig-
nored recombination effect on momentum at this stage.

Here, the electron plasma frequency,vpe=2eÎspne/med,
is much higher than the applied voltage frequency. Also, the
momentum exchange terms due to electron-electron and ion-
ion interaction are negligible in comparison with the
electron-ion and ion-neutral momentum exchange as the
relative drift between similar particles is small in comparison
with the drift between electrons, ions, and neutrals.

It is important to calculate the neutral dynamics consis-
tently so as to capture the momentum transfer process accu-
rately. The conservation of neutral particlesnn of the carrier
gas at atmospheric condition follows:]nn/]t+]nnVnj /]xj
=−nez+rneni. The dynamics of neutral particles are deter-
mined using the electron-neutral and ion-neutral collisional
momentum exchange and ionization.

The averaged velocityVf of the fluid of density r
following ]r /]t+]rVf j /]xj =0 is based on the Navier–Stokes
equations with EHD body force:]Vf j /]t+Vfls]Vf j /]xld
=ÃqEj /r−sRT/rds]r /]xjd+s] /]xldt jl , where R is the gas
constant,t jl =ns]Vfl /]xj +]Vf j /]xld−2/3ns]Vfk/]xkdd jl is the
fluid shear tensor withn as the gas viscosity andd jl is the
Kronecker delta. The factorÃ is introduced to modulate the
effect of electric field.

The multiscale ionized gassMIGd flow code was used to
solve the charge and gas hydrodynamic equations. MIG
implements a powerful high-fidelity FE procedure adapted
from fluid dynamics to overcome the stiffness of the equa-
tions generated by multispecies charge separation
phenomena.6,7 FE techniques are especially suitable for their
adaptability to arbitrary multidimensional geometries and
boundary conditions.8,9 Here, a two-dimensionals2Dd bilin-
ear FE formulation is employed along with implicit time
marching to solve the continuity and momentum equations
for all species and gas. The solution process consists of two
steps—first solve for all speciessincluding neutralsd to cal-
culate the charge separation and electric field up to a periodic
asymptote with a time step of up to 100 times the dielectric
relaxation time scale,10 then use those as body force to pre-
dict the fluid velocity and continuity evolving in time with
the flow time scale. The Galerkin weak statement associated
with a variational integral underlines the development of this
numerical algorithm. The solution of the Newton iteration
for the resulting matrices is convergent at any given time
step when the maximum value of the residual relative L2
norm for each of the state variable becomes smaller than a
convergence criterion of 10−4.

The computational domainsx,y:0 ,0.01 md consists of a
lower half sy:0 ,0.005 md insulated with dielectric constant

«d, and an upper half filled with inert helium gas of« f
=1.0055«0, where«0 is permittivity of a vacuum. Inside the
insulator, the real current is forced to zero while the displace-
ment current is balanced with the total current at the gas-
dielectric boundary. The schematic in Fig. 1 shows two elec-
trodes in which the bottom electrode is grounded and a rf
alternating frequency of 6 kHz with peak-to-peak potential
of 1.6 kV is imposed at the top electrode. Each electrode is
thin and 2 mm long. They are offset horizontally by 2 mm.
This will be noted as asymmetric configuration. All other
boundary conditions are maintained at zero flux, i.e., homo-
geneous Neumann boundary condition is applied.

Figure 2sad plots the instantaneous axial electric-field
distribution for an exposed anode and a grounded cathode in
asymmetric configuration in the positive half of the cycle.
The electric-field lines clearly represent a directional bias
toward the right. The most ions accelerate toward the right
along these lines leaving only a few to move in the opposite
direction. The net result is an order of magnitude higher gas
velocity downstream of the right edge of the exposed anode
with a two orders of magnitude smaller negative velocity
near the left edge. These results stress that the asymmetry
enhances the electric field and thus influences flow direction.
Figure 2sbd shows the development of a near circular growth
of positive peak of approximately 2400 V/cm and negative
trough of 1050 V/cm at the right and left end of the exposed
electrode, respectively. The computed solutions are very
similar to the experimental data1,2 where the exposed elec-
trode is situated upstream of the peak location of the electric
field and thus the peak of velocity. Note that the highest
value of the electric field about the edges of the grounded
electrode is at least twice as much of that near the exposed
electrode. The peak of the crosswise componentEy snot
shown here due to space limitationd is however, just above
the electrodes.

Figure 3 shows very close resemblance of the physical
understanding of the DBD for the charge deposition at the
surface of the dielectric.2,11 The crosswise distributions of
charge at different values of timevt and locationx/d mea-
sured from the downstream of the exposed electrode in Fig.
3sad show how electrons accumulate over time on the dielec-
tric surface. In surface discharge within a very short time
after breakdown, the charge buildup at the dielectric surface
sets off microdischarges of nanosecond duration, limiting the
electric field at the location of the microdischarge such that
the charge current at this position is cutoff. This has an im-

FIG. 2. Instantaneous solution for asymmetric configuration:sad Electric-
field lines, andsbd streamwise component of the electric field.

FIG. 3. Contours and line plots show negative charge accumulation on the
downstream dielectric surface of the rf electrode:sad Line plots of charge
distribution at various time and spatial locations, andsbd 2D contours of
sni -ned at peak voltage.
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portant effect on flow control. The small time scale of the
discharge allows minimal charge transport and energy dissi-
pation, thus less gas heating.

The 2D charge solutions plotted in Fig. 3sbd show the
nonuniform nature of the distribution along the edge of the
dielectric. A residual of electrons remains deposited on the
dielectric surface downstream of the exposed powered elec-
trode for the entire duration of the cycle and causes a net
electric force in the direction from the electrode to the down-
stream surface. This is why the net near wall jet velocity is
unidirectional. The peak streamwise electron current for this
solution is predicted at the two corners of the exposed elec-
trode with a maximum magnitudes,3 mAd aroundp radian
and the minimum currents,0.2 mAd is computed for the
p /2 radian. This periodic behavior of the electron current
explains the charge build up on the insulator surface oppos-
ing the applied voltage just beyond the peak as the applied
voltage starts decreasing, thus bounding the discharge. This
is also confirmed by the experimental datassee, for example,
Fig. 2 of Ref. 12d where the current magnitude peaks at
aboutp radian.

Figure 4sad plots the computed force due to charge sepa-
ration and the electric field and shows a local maximum
about the exposed electrode with nearly ten times force near
the right edge as compared to the left edge. The force dissi-
pates quickly beyond the electrode. The time evolution of the
force components due to charge separation is plotted in Fig.
4sbd for the positive half of the cycle at a point 1 mm down-
stream of the exposed electrode and 0.1 mm above the di-
electric. The figure shows a steady rise and fall of the force
following with the applied frequency. The negative half of
the cycle is not shown as the magnitude of force is order of
magnitude smaller in that segment. As the interelectrode gap
d reduces the force increases, however the characteristic re-
mains the same. The velocity field based on a quiescent flow
initial condition shows streamwise component of the com-
puted gas velocity in Fig. 5sad and depicts a strong wall jet
downstream of the rf electrode away from the dielectric sur-
face. The highest momentum transfer between the gas and
the charge particles occur slightly downstream of the peak
force location. The local vertical line plots at six streamwise
locations describe how the flow velocity increases respond-
ing to the increase in axial electric fieldfFig. 5sbdg and ex-
perimental results show very similar feature.1,2 The peak jet
velocity is nearly 1.7 times the freestream velocity.

In conclusion, a 2D FE-based formulation of plasma-
fluid interactions is given for modeling the dielectric barrier
discharge for flow control purposes. The partially ionized
plasma is modeled using the multicomponent fluid equation
for helium gas. The computed results are similar to the ex-
perimental data showing the exposed electrode is situated
upstream of the peak location of the electric field and thus
the velocity. The 2D predictions mimic the self-limiting dis-
charge mechanism due to the charge accumulation on the
insulator surface and the lowest electron current just beyond
the peak applied voltage. The results indicate that the surface
charge on the dielectric is the key for unidirectional momen-
tum transfer for asymmetric electrode configuration. A better
selection of electrochemical data along with computation of
electron temperature gradient is necessary for accuracy of the
solution. More investigation is needed to ascertain the opti-
mum electrical parameters and applied voltage shapese.g.,
saw tooth, square wave, etcd. In the near future, the model
should be extended to air with negative ions and additional
mechanisms in the source terms.
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FIG. 4. sad Charge and force details atp /2 radians shows concentrated field
near the exposed electrode andsbd normalized force density distribution in
the positive-half of the rf cycle.

FIG. 5. sad Streamwise component of fluid velocity computed from the force
densityqEj show location of highest momentum transfer, andsbd calculated
streamwise component of the gas velocity distribution at different locations
along the flow.
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